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 Automatic text summarization generates a summary that contains sentences 

reflecting the essential and relevant information of the original documents. 

Extractive summarization requires semantic understanding, while abstractive 

summarization requires a better intermediate text representation. This paper 

proposes a hybrid approach for generating text summaries that combine 

extractive and abstractive methods. To improve the semantic understanding 

of the model, we propose two novel extractive methods: semantic latent 

Dirichlet allocation (semantic LDA) and sentence concept mapping. We then 

generate an intermediate summary by applying our proposed sentence 

ranking algorithm over the sentence concept mapping. This intermediate 

summary is input to a transformer-based abstractive model fine-tuned with a 

multi-head attention mechanism. Our experimental results demonstrate that 

the proposed hybrid model generates coherent summaries using the 

intermediate extractive summary covering semantics. As we increase the 

concepts and number of words in the summary the rouge scores are 

improved for precision and F1 scores in our proposed model. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Today’s world is full of information, mostly from web articles [1]. Users read the articles on the 

web based on their requirements and need to process the data further. Users need to read one or more articles 

many times to understand and comprehend the required information. The main goal of a text summarizer is to 

apply some methods and natural language processing (NLP) to reduce the original data in text documents. 

When generating a summary, we reduce the content of the original documents without compromising their 

main concepts [2]. The summary we generate from a large document helps the user to skim the documents, 

saving them time. Text summarization is a challenging task that has been studied extensively, and the 

approaches used for this task can be broadly classified into three categories: extractive, abstractive, and 

hybrid summarizers [1]. Extractive summarization techniques extract information from the original 

document’s content and arrange the sentences to provide a summary. Ranking sentences in a document 

involves statistical and semantic approaches, which assign a weight to each sentence based on its position in 

the ordered list. 

In contrast, abstractive summarization approaches aim to create a semantic and meaningful 

summary by generating new sentences that convey essential information from the original document(s) using 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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natural language generation techniques [2]. These techniques are more widely used than extractive 

summarization approaches to create concise, informative, and readable summaries. As the name suggests, 

hybrid summarizers combine extractive and abstractive approaches to leverage their respective strengths [3]. 

For instance, a hybrid approach may generate an extractive summary using semantic and statistical methods 

and refine it using an abstractive summarization model. The hybrid method can produce a more coherent and 

informative summary than either method alone. BART, T5, Marian, and mBART are examples of 

transformer models commonly used for tasks such as summarization, question answering, and translation [4]. 

Transformers can accomplish NLP tasks such as sentence and word classification, text generation, text 

answer extraction, and sentence development. 

An abstractive summarizer creates a summary by learning the essential concepts in the original text. 

It is also called natural language generation-the mostly encoder-decoder neural networks used along with 

some attention models in abstractive summarization. Abstractive summarization generates a document 

summary based on its content, using natural language techniques rather than representing the original 

document in an intermediate format. It is worth noting that hugging face transformer has also been used in 

abstractive text summarization in recent times [5]. A hybrid summarizer [6] takes advantage of extractive and 

abstractive approaches, the extractive model initially fed the original text to obtain a summary based on a 

statistical measure. The summary generated by this approach relies solely on the word count or percentage of 

the original text. The abstractive model then further refines the initial summary generated by the extractive 

model. To generate the final summary, the summary obtained from the extractive model serves as input to the 

abstractive model. 

The proposed method takes advantage of two powerful approaches: extractive and abstractive. The 

input text is first fed into the extractive model to obtain extracted content. The paper used the semantic latent 

Dirichlet allocation (semantic LDA) approach to find the hidden topics and several concepts in Wikipedia 

articles. This paper applied a sentence concept mapping strategy to map articles’ sentences to different 

Wikipedia concepts. Since one or more concepts may map onto many sentences, a sentence ranking 

algorithm retrieves highly ranked sentences from other concepts. The intermediate summary generated from 

the extractive approach is more semantically related and covers different article concepts. The content is 

further generalized using the abstractive model. Our experimental results on real-world data show that the 

proposed hybrid semantic model achieves better competitive results over extractive and abstractive models. 

 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Extractive text summary generation using neural networks proposed in recent times; one such 

approach is BERTSUM [7]. The author proposed a variant of BERT for extractive text summarization to 

learn complex features. A novel training algorithm, which optimizes the ROUGE matrices through 

reinforcement learning objectives, improves the performance of summarizers [8]. The algorithm trains the 

neural network model on convolutional neural network (CNN) and Daily Mail datasets. SummaRuNNer [9] 

is a simple recurrent network-based sequence classifier that treats extractive summarization as a classification 

problem. The algorithm processes every sentence in the original document in document order and decides 

whether it can be part of the final summary. An extractive model using Restricted Boltz Machine [10] was 

used to enhance the selected features of sentences. Enhanced features help to provide better sentence scores 

to choose sentences that are part of the summary. The sentences are represented as continuous vectors [11] to 

make them a semantically aware representation for finding similarities between sentences. The constant 

vector representation is handy for multi-document summarization. It employs the feed forward neural 

network by using a set window of words as input and predicting the next term. 

Suleiman and Awajan [12] has comprehensively reviewed deep learning-based text summarization 

approaches, including datasets and evaluation metrics. It helps understand the importance of deep learning in 

extractive summarization. The methods include a restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM), recurrent neural 

network (RNN), convolutional neural network (CNN), and variation auto-encoder (VAE). The datasets used 

for evaluating and training were DUC 2006, DUC 2007, DUC 2002, Daily Mail, SKE, BC3 datasets, and 

Essex Arabic Summaries Corpus (EASC). ROUGE metrics are more frequently used as the evaluation 

measure that evaluates most approaches. Neural network model sentence relation-based summarization 

SRSum [13] learns sentence relation features from data. The model uses five sub models: PriorSum uses a 

convolutional neural network to understand the sentence’s meaning. SFSum models surface information 

using sentence length and position, CSRSum considers the relation of a sentence with its local context, 

TSRSum models the semantic relationship between sentences and titles, and QSRSum assigns weights to 

relevant queries to capture the relation between query and sentence. 

Contextual relation-based summarization [13] is another neural network model that learns sentence 

and context representation. Using a two-level attention mechanism, it retains the similarity scores between 
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sentences and context. Multiview CNN [14] enhanced version of CNN is used to find the crucial features of 

sentences. Word embedding is used to train the model and features of sentences learned to rank the 

sentences. Sentence position embedding is also used to increase the learning capacity of the neural model. 

Test summarization can be considered classification [15] by a multi-modal RNN model using the sentence-

image classification method. It creates a summary of documents with images. The proposed method encodes 

sentences and words in the RNN model and the image set is encoded with the CNN model. It uses a logistic 

classifier for selecting sentences based on their probability and sentence-image alignment probability. 

A new deep neural network (DNN) model for extractive summarization sentences and words from 

alternating pointer networks (SWAP-NET) [16] used encoder-decoder architecture for selecting essential 

sentences. The architecture uses keywords in the selection of sentences. The attention-based mechanism is 

used to learn important words and sentences. CNN/DM [17] used the approach for dividing the training set 

based on its domain. CNN/DM achieves significant improvement in training the neural network BERT. The 

author explored constituent and style factors to analyze their effect on the generalization of neural 

summarization models. They examined how different model architectures; pre-training strategies react to 

datasets. Some combined supervised learning with unsupervised learning to measure the importance of a 

sentence in the document [18]. The author used three methods: the first used a graph and a supervised model 

separately and then combined them to assign a score to the sentence. The second method evaluated the 

importance of sentences by using the graph model as an independent feature of the supervised model. The 

third model used a priori value to the graph model to score the sentences using a supervised approach. 

Multi-document summarization using deep learning architecture as a hybrid model [19] generates 

comprehensive summaries from news articles on specific topics. The architecture performed better than the 

traditional extractive model when evaluated using DUC 2004 data. Extracting the gist of documents is 

possible by using information such as titles, image captions, and side headings [20]. The author has proposed 

a single-document summarizer framework with a hierarchical document encoder with attention to side 

information. The extractive summarization framework with side information generates a better summary with 

fluency. Another framework matches extracted summary with the original document in semantic space [21] 

and models sentence relationships. It also provides a deep analysis of the gap between summary-level and 

sentence-level extractors based on the features of a dataset. 

One of the main driving forces in recent development in abstractive text summarization is the 

availability of new neural architectures and new strategies in training. However, there is a need to address 

issues such as a proper model and data analysis tool and understanding the failure model of summarization. 

SummVis [22], an open-source tool, allows us to visualize, generate a summary, and analyze the 

summarization models and the evaluation metrics used. Topic modeling has been recently used in text 

summarization to identify hidden topics in the document [23]. Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) performs 

better than latent semantic analysis (LSA) if the number of features increases in the sentences. A hybrid 

approach for text summarization [24] proposed a novel sentence scoring method for extractive 

summarization. The sentence scoring parameter significantly improves the performance of the model. The 

researchers presented a single-document text summarization technique based on sentence similarity and 

document context [25]. Their approach utilized undirected graph-based scoring to evaluate sentences and 

determine which ones should be included in the summary. Extractive text summarization [26] considers 

sentence length, position, cue phrases, and cohesion when selecting sentences for summarization. In recent 

years, the use of neural networks for text summarization has become widespread, as these models can learn 

sentence patterns. 

Mostly used deep learning method is the recursive neural network (RNN) [27]. Long short-term 

memory (LSTM), gated recurrent units (GRU), and transformers were other approaches for solving gradient 

disappearance. The extractive method has given results since it can easily combine many techniques and 

improve performance. Using content attention, two-phase multi-document summarization [28] extracts 

subtopics from documents. The summary was formulated using different sub-topics as an optimization 

problem of minimizing the sentence distance. Huang et al. [29] employed Hepos, a novel encoder-decoder 

attention, to extract features from original documents. They also introduced a new dataset called GovReport, 

which includes lengthy documents and their corresponding summaries. The evaluation model for text 

summarization has its shortcoming in using neural networks [30]. The author has tried to overcome the 

shortcomings of evaluation metrics of text summarization in five dimensions. He re-evaluated the metrics 

using neural networks and benchmarked metrics using recent text summarization models. Sentence 

regression [31] identifies essential features that represent the sentences. The sentence relation such as 

contextual sentence relations, query sentence relations, and title sentence relations are used to extract basic 

sentences from the documents. 

Training a neural network for text summarization has some difficulty processing large documents. 

We can replace phrases with general terms in semantic content generalization. Some used the pointer 

generator network [32], copying the original content and combining the semantic content generalization. 
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There are many attention-based mechanisms to generate an article summary; one such method is attentive 

encoder-based summarization (AES) combined with unidirectional recurrent neural network (Uni-AES) [33]. 

Mohan et al. [34], [35] also compared the performance of bidirectional recurrent neural network (Bi-AES) 

with Uni-AES and experiment results showed that Bi-AES shows better results than Uni-AES. 

 

 

3. METHOD 

3.1.  Dataset 

The WikiHow dataset is a publicly available dataset [36] comprising articles and their 

corresponding summaries collected from the WikiHow website. The dataset includes over 200,000 articles 

with their respective summaries, making it one of the most extensive datasets available for text 

summarization research. Each article in the WikiHow dataset consists of a title, a summary, a list of steps or 

instructions, and an optional image. The summaries in the dataset are written by the authors of the articles 

and are intended to provide a brief overview of the article’s content. 

 

3.2.  Hybrid model 

The proposed system has built a hybrid text summarization model combining the best features of an 

extractive and an abstractive summarizer. Figure 1 shows the overall architecture diagram for out proposed 

methodology. First, the system has extracted data from Wikipedia prepossessed and given it as input to the 

extractive summarizer. Then it needs to identify related concepts of the Wikipedia page, and then it has to 

apply LDA to know the topics present in the articles by suing semantic LDA. The model will perform 

sentence concept to find the map each sentence with concepts identified in the semantic LDA process. The K 

concepts are chosen and sentence are ranking using our sentence ranking algorithm and top N sentences are 

chosen as part of the intermediate extractive summary. The intermediate extractive summary given as input 

to our T5 transformer which is fined tuned to produce the abstractive summary.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Hybrid approach for text summarization 

 

 

The semantic LDA is the probabilistic model tries to learn the distributions of the topic using two 

distribution parameters. Those two parameters are the word distribution parameter w and the document 

distribution parameter d utilizing the expression. The algorithm 1 for embedding semantics LDA is as: 

 

Algorithm 1. Semantic LDA 
1. Let the number of topics K 

2. for every document 𝐷(𝑑1, 𝑑2,… 𝑑𝑛}. 

3. for each word w in Document D 

Assign randomly one of the topics. 
Represents topic of all n documents and distribution of word of all the K topics 

Calculate the probability of words reflecting a topic 𝑝(𝐾|𝐷) 
Calculate the probability of words w assigned to K topics in D as 𝑝(𝑤|𝐾) 
Adjust the association of the topic to w with 𝑝(𝐾|𝐷) ∗ 𝑝(𝑤|𝐾). 

4. Until convergence 
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3.2.1. Extractive text summarization 

In the extractive approach, the system used the genism python library, which extracts semantic 

topics from input documents. Gensim is an open-source vector space and topic modeling toolkit that 

implements the TextRank algorithm. Text summarization using genism uses a summarizer based on the text 

rank algorithm. TextRank algorithm ranks sentences by constructing a graph model. It builds a graph 

representation of text using keyword extraction and sentence extraction. Since the TexkRank algorithm is 

better suited for sentence extraction, it will rank sentences considering each sentence as vertex and edge as 

the relationship between sentences. The summarizer can produce a summary based on word count and the 

ratio of summary based on the original document. 

The input document is represented as D; the text document is parsed into sentences and mapped to 

Wikipedia concepts. The sentences are prepossessed and described as queries; based on the query, Wikipedia 

articles are extracted and represented as concepts. After obtaining D’s sentence-concept mapping, the system 

has to find some sentence overlap across one or more wiki concepts. The model represents sentence concept 

mapping as two sets of nodes, one as a set of document sentences and another as wiki concepts. It can be 

viewed as a bipartite graph, where the edge between the document sentence node and wiki concept node 

represents a sentence-concept mapping. The sentences are ranked based on sentence-concept mapping, and 

sentences mapped to more concepts are selected first. The sentence is ranked based on the decreasing order 

of their mapping degree. The sentence with a ranking of more than some k is chosen to be part of the 

summary. The value of K is changed from 2 to 5 and captures the summary generated from our model. 

Algorithm 2 shows the algorithm of sentence ranking. 

 

Algorithm 2. Sentence ranking 
Input: Sentence-Concept (S-C) mapping 

Output: Sentence/concept Score and Sentence Ranks 
1. Initialize rank of Sentence (si )=a; concept (ci)=b 

2. loop until convergence (k=1...10) 

3.  Compute b as the sum of sentences belonging to the set  
4.  Compute an as the sum of all concepts belonging to the set 

5. Normalize a 

6. end loop 
7. Rank sentences in descending order of scores r=desc (a) 

 

3.2.2. Abstractive summarization 

The output of an extractive summarizer using genism extracts sentences and forms the top k ranked 

sentence as a summary Figure 2. The final summary depends upon the word count and the ratio parameter is 

passed in the summarizer. The output of the extractive summarizer is given as input to the more abstract 

summary model. Here the paper used an abstractive summarizer based on hugging face transformers. That 

produces a summary using entirely different text. The model creates new sentences in a new form using 

transformers. Hugging face transformers provide many pre-trained models for major NLP tasks, including 

text summarization, classification, machine translation, text generation, and chatbot. The most 

straightforward implementation involves using transformers as a pipeline application programming interface 

(API) in the summary model. Summarization is given a task to the pipeline to download model architecture, 

weights, and token level configurations. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Extractive text summarization 
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The proposed system configured the model to generate a summary using the T5 transformer model and 

its tokenizer, shown in Figure 3. First, the model needs to encode the text to tensors of integers using tokenizers. 

Transformers are also used for machine translation apart from text summarization. So, it can be used to convert 

text from English to German by specifying the parameters in the model. Many parameters are passed to 

generate the model: max_length for determining the number of tokens, min_length specifies a minimum number 

of tokens to generate, and length_penalty is used to increase the size of the output. Another parameter system 

that can change is num_beams, used to set the model for beam search. The last parameter is early_stoppping, set 

to True to make generation finish when the beam search reaches the end of the string token. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Abstractive summarizer using T5 transformer 

 

 

3.2.3. Transformer model  

Any transformer model can be loaded and trained through a single API, providing ease of work, 

flexibility, and simplicity. The pipeline used in transformers is grouped into three categories: preprocessing, 

input to model, and post-processing. Since transformers cannot process raw text, the model must first convert 

text into numbers. The model needs a tokenizer for identifying tokens; each token is mapped to an integer. 

Transformers have some pre-trained models, such as base modules, where the output will be a hidden state 

called features for a given input. The production of the base module will be significant with three 

dimensions; where the first one is batch size represents the number of sentences processed. The second 

dimension represents the length of a sequence, sequence length. The last dimension is hidden size: the length 

of hidden features or vectors. Model process the high-dimension features to different and lower dimensions 

for text summarization. The output from the transformer model is processed by the model head using 

architecture for text summarization. The model head can be configured for summary length regarding the 

number of words or percentage concerning the original summary. 

 

 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The proposed system built a hybrid text summarizer model where the output of the extractive 

summarizer will be input for the abstractive summarizer. For the input, the model considered the Wikipedia 

content for text summarization. The model initially used the Genism model for summary generation. Gensim 

is available as a python package and uses a text rank algorithm. NLP preprocessing is applied over the 

extracted Wikipedia content using a package as a pipeline trained on web text such as blogs, news, and 

comments. The proposed algorithm semantic LDA is applied as topic modeling to identify the hidden topics 

in the articles. The sentence is ranked based on the concept mapping of sentences. The summarizer method 

uses sentence concept mapping in the summary model. The generated extractive summary using our model 

has been compared with state-of-the-art text summarization methods, such as Seq-to-Seq with an attention 

mechanism and the TextRank-based summary model. The performance of our extractive summarization 

model shows better results when using the longest common subsequence, as shown in Table 1. 

The summary can also be generated by specifying the desired number of concepts, K, to be present 

in the generated summary. The resulting summary will be an extractive summary ranked based on statistical 

approaches, such as the number of concepts covered and semantic approaches, such as the number of topics 

covered in the document. The output summary will consist of the top-ranked sentences. Table 2 shows the 

average Rouge-1 and Rouge-2 scores for different sentence concept mapping K numbers. The sentence which 
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captures most of the concepts gives better results across all the summarizers. Our proposed approach for 

extracted summarization using topic modeling and sentence -concepts mapping shows better results in 

overall rouge scores. 

 

 

Table 1. Comparison of performance of summarization models on WikiHow dataset 
 Models 

Metrics Seq-to-seq with attention TextRank Semantic LDA-based extractive summarizes 

Rouge-1 22.04 27.53 27.10 

Rouge-2 6.27 7.4 6.98 

Rouge-L 20.87 20.00 25.34 

 

 

Table 2. Average Rouge 1 and Rouge-2 scores for concepts K 
Summarizer K=2 K=3 K=5 

Rouge 1 Rouge-2 Rouge 1 Rouge-2 Rouge 1 Rouge-2 

First few sentences 0.45 0.22 0.46 0.22 0.48 0.24 
Random sentences 0.41 0.15 0.44 0.17 0.45 0.19 

Best sentences 0.51 0.29 0.49 0.28 0.5 0.26 

Proposed (Wiki concept) 0.46 0.23 0.49 0.23 0.51 0.28 
Frequency-based 0.47 0.23 0.46 0.21 0.45 0.2 

 

 

Table 3 shows the performance of our model compared with the existing model as a BERT 

extractive summary, graph-based extractive model. The performance of our model outperforms the related 

model as it effectively identifies the semantically related topics from the document. The output of the 

extractive summarizer is given as input to the next-level abstractive summarizer. The proposed hybrid model 

builds an abstractive summarizer using hugging face transformers. Transformers are pipelined to process of 

extraction of features from the input text. The summarizer model is made using a T5 transformer and there, 

we can set the length of the summary. The summary generated using the T5 hugging face model is compared 

with the summary generated from the extractive summary approach. The Rouge metrics were used to 

evaluate the model in terms of F-measure, Precision, and Recall. The experiment results show that the 

performance of the hybrid approach is better than the extractive approach. 

The performance of the hybrid model is evaluated using ROUGE metrics. Figure 4 shows that as we 

increase the number of words in the end summary, the ROUGE metrics precision improves better, although 

F-measure and recall remain more or less the same. The sample articles from WikiHow dataset with human 

annotated summary was shown in Table 4. We tested our hybrid model with a few random samples and 

evaluated the performance of our model in each approach using rouge scores. The summary generated by our 

model in extractive and abstractive is given in the Table 5. 

 

 

Table 3. Comparison of performance of summarization models on the DUC2002 dataset 
 Models 

 

Metrics BERT based extractor and 

LSTM pointer network 

Topic modeling based 

weighted graph representation 

Proposed model topic modeled 

using semantic LDA 

Rouge-1 43.39% 48.10%  48.35% 

Rouge-2 19.38% 23.30% 29.53%  
Rouge-L 40.14% NA 41.72% 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4. ROUGE-1 vs. words in summary 
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Table 4. Sample of a WikiHow article along with its corresponding human-annotated summary 
Sample Article 

Title: How to Change Your Name 
Introduction: Changing your name is a big decision, but sometimes it is right. You may choose to change your name for personal 

reasons, because you have recently married, divorced, or changed your gender, or simply because you do not like the name you were 

given. Whatever your reason, you can change your name legally and fairly easily, depending on where you live. 
Human-annotated summary: Changing your name can be a big decision, but it is legally and fairly easy to do. You need to understand 

the reasons why you want to change your name and check your state’s specific requirements. Once you have filled out the necessary 

paperwork, you must submit it to the court and wait for the court to approve your request. Once your name has been legally changed, 
you will need to update your personal information on legal documents such as your driver’s license, Social Security card, passport, 

and any other legal documents. 

 

 

Table 5. Output summary for sample article shown on Table 4 
Extractive summary Abstractive summary 

Extractive summary: changing your name can be done legally 

and fairly easily, but it is important to understand your state’s 

specific requirements. You will need to fill out the necessary 
paperwork, submit it to the court, and wait for approval. Once 

your name has been legally changed, you must update your 

personal information on all legal documents. 

Changing your name can be a daunting decision, but it can also be 

a necessary one for personal or legal reasons. The process varies by 

state, but typically involves filling out paperwork and waiting for 
court approval. Once your name is legally changed, you will need 

to update all relevant documents. It is important to understand the 

process and requirements before beginning. 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The need for text summarization is indeed an automatic choice for many web-based readers. Text 

summarization is classified as extractive and abstractive summarization. The extractive text summarizers 

used statistical features in the documents to generate summaries. Semantic summaries make interesting to 

readers. The semantics summaries are generated by applying a deep learning approach. This paper introduces 

a hybrid model that combines the best features of both extractive and abstractive text summarization. Using 

semantic LDA and sentence concept mapping algorithms, our hybrid model is first trained to generate an 

extractive summary over the WikiHow dataset. semantic LDA is used to identify the hidden topics in the 

document, and sentence concept mapping is used to map different concepts in the articles. Then, our 

proposed system configures the pipeline of hugging face transformers to generate an abstractive summary 

from the extracted summary. Our experimental results show that our model’s performance is better compared 

to extractive summarization alone and the precision improves as we increase the number of concepts and 

words in the article. In the future, one has to focus on improving the performance of the summary model by 

enhancing semantic features.  
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